**COOKIE FU**

**Grandmaster’s Return**

***BASE SET DICE CHECK LIST***

**Fortune Dice**

- ( ) Fortune Dice #1 (Brown Female)
- ( ) Fortune Dice #2 (Brown Bald Male)
- ( ) Fortune Dice #3 (Brown Male)
- ( ) Fortune Dice #4 (Green Female)
- ( ) Fortune Dice #5 (Green Bald Male)
- ( ) Fortune Dice #6 (Green Male)
- ( ) Fortune Dice #7 (Toasted Female)
- ( ) Fortune Dice #8 (Toasted Bald Male)
- ( ) Fortune Dice #9 (Toasted Male)

**Common Fu Dice**

- ( ) Fu Dice #1
  (strike, kick, block, grab, throw, chi)

**Master Fu Dice**

- ( ) Fu Dice #1 (strike x3, kick, block, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #2 (strike, kick x3, block, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #3 (block x3, grab, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #4 (block, grab x3, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #5 (block, grab, throw x3, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #6 (grab x2, throw x3, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #7 (grab x3, throw x2, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #8 (strike x3, kick, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #9 (strike, kick x3, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #10 (block x3, grab x2, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #11 (block x2, grab x3, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #12 (kick x2, block x3, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #13 (kick x3, block x2, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #14 (strike x3, block x2, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #15 (strike x2, block x3, chi)

**Learned Fu Dice**

- ( ) Fu Dice #1 (strike x2, kick, block, grab, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #2 (strike, kick x2, block, grab, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #3 (strike, block x2, grab, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #4 (strike, block, grab x2, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #5 (strike, block, grab, throw x2, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #6 (strike x2, kick x2, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #7 (strike, grab x2, throw x2, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #8 (kick, grab x2, throw x2, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #9 (kick x2, block x2, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #10 (strike x2, block x2, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #11 (strike x2, kick x2, block, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #12 (kick x2, grab, throw x2, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #13 (block x2, grab, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #14 (strike x2, kick, throw x2, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #15 (block, grab x2, throw x2, chi)

**Master Fu Dice**

- ( ) Fu Dice #1 (strike x4, block, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #2 (kick x4, block, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #3 (block x4, grab, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #4 (grab x4, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #5 (grab, throw x4, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #6 (strike x4, kick, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #7 (strike x4, grab, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #8 (kick x4, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #9 (kick x4, grab, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #10 (grab x4, block, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #11 (strike, grab x4, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #12 (block x4, throw, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #13 (strike, block x4, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #14 (strike, throw x4, chi)
- ( ) Fu Dice #15 (block, throw x4, chi)
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